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Vernacular architecture has characterized many 
parts of the world, however one constructional tech-
nique remains a universal practice, common to many 
building processes: scaffolding. With its analysis, 
one can understand how the purity of this structure 
traditionally defined places despite its temporary 
or ‘invisible’ purpose, and through both vernacular 
and contemporary practices.
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As the field of architecture transcends in building 
possibilities with the application of pre-fabricated 
parts, the scaffolding method becomes a vessel to 
explore the visibility of construction in the built en-
vironment. For its interaction with the process of 
making, the role of scaffolding within these changes 
is of imprint, through which one can seek a legacy 
made visible in the buildings that remain.

The framework for this research is defined by the no-
tions of tectonics, boundaries, and transition-move-
ment. Three major relationship groups – cultural, 
spatial, and material – allow for these notions to be 
questioned and exemplified through metaphors and 
the analysis of case studies such as inherited envi-
ronments, vernacular methods and structural con-
cepts.

In favelas,  a material culture exemplifies its orga-
nicity. Similar to the tension between the scaffold 
and the building, there is an invisible diaphragm 
separating both favela and city. The favelas could 
have been temporary as the scaffold, however they 
remained, a part of the city while apart from it.
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Does presenting scaffold as visible structure change 
the way inhabitants perceive it? Centre Pompidou  
for instance canonizes the skeleton by which it is 
structured while declaring a relationship between 
building and inhabitant, through shared physical 
tectonics and resemblance to the human skeleton.

The favelas’ physical boundaries are of both scale 
and landscape. Favelas originated from the ‘invis-
ible’ boundary between city grid and natural en-
vironment, where the higher-end living ended and 
poverty began. Scale-wise, the unbounded division 
between each building is what creates its organicity.

With a structure that wraps the building, ITESM 
Leon’s creative studio entryway exemplifies the anal-
ogy of scaffold as a cocoon. Two types of metamor-
phosis take place; one of occupants, who evolve as 
students, and one of structure, a metamorphosis of 
the scaffold’s legacy of adaptability.
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Architecture becomes bounded by materiality, time 
and land in Mendes da Rocha’s Brennand chapel. 
Its restoration creates a shell surface edging the ru-
ins of a 19th-century building, suggesting that the 
layer that is safe and permanent becomes invisible to 
the eyes of the visitor so that the ruins are the focus.

Brasilia’s material characterization is identified by 
its scaffold as concrete mold. A noticeable detail 
throughout the buildings is the texture from the 
wooden mold that held up the site-cast concrete. 
With the scaffold’s textural legacy acquired to it, 
the material becomes much more organic and alive.

The causes for cultural boundaries’ existence – such 
as colonization and urbanization, aging and wealth, 
religious and sociopolitical issues – draw lines of 
separation and connection between ways of under-
standing boundaries in architecture, for their visi-
bility can be argued; their presence however cannot.
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Scaffolding as protective cloak relates in the same 
way to acts such as a tunnel’s reconstruction and 
the Reichstag enclosure project. The unveiling of a 
country’s new approach to the world is as transcen-
dental culturally as the removal of the shell from a 
tunnel, environment which becomes safe again. 
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The notion of ‘temporary structure’ brings charac-
teristics, like efficient or practical. Scaffolding, how-
ever, is called rudimentary – the contrary of today’s 
temporary structures. They are the scaffold seen 
by itself, without the contrasting building; once it 
breaks free, the scaffold becomes something else.
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